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Informatization management have been promoting the development of various 
industry, sauna and foot massage is one of the beneficiary. Optimized computer 
management system solutions are needed by industry with unique management mode 
to solve different problems like non-optimized procedure, data collection and analysis, 
imperfect system. 
This project focus on the integrated management to sauna and foot massage 
industry by current advanced computer software technology, computer network 
technology, computer automation control technology and high class enterprise 
management theories. Intelligent and scientific management can be reached by the 
functional decision support system of this project. 
The main subject of this dissertation is to research, design and implement the 
integrated intelligent workflow for sauna and foot massage industry based on network. 
The main contents are listed below: 
The thesis makes a deep study and detailed research on the concept, feature and 
key technology of intelligent procedure and distributed information management 
system based on the relative theory and indicator. 
Interface logic system is discussed by MVP developing mode and the main 
feature and advantage of WPF technology together with user interface technology、
backend technology and distributed system technology on NET base. WCF distributed 
system technology for information set up is also introduced here.  
Hardware and software requirements for system implementation need to be 
defined through segmenting the project by utilizing the organization mode of the 
software project management, confirming the requirement for system function and 
design, dividing the functional structure module into the system, such as backstage 
management system, reception management module、clock management module、
casher management Module、water bar’s Produce management Module and floor 
management module . 
The underlying design ideas can be built by the three-tier architecture of the 
system based on the design pattern of Model-View-Presenter. Hierarchical design for 
pattern of Model-View-Presenter according to the Real Characteristic can reach the 
















We can use Microsoft VISIO, together MVP developing mode and WPF 
technology, to build UML and adopt SQL SERVER 2008 as data base management 
system, multiple conceptual models can be mapped to a single storage schema, and 
the whole project can be built finally. 
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